Local linear embedding is a kind of very competitive nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique with good representational capacity for a broader range of manifolds and high computational efficiency. However, it is based on the assumption that the whole data manifolds are evenly distributed so that it determines the neighborhood for all points with the same neighborhood size. Accordingly, it fails to nicely deal with most real problems that are unevenly distributed. This paper presents a new approach that takes the general conceptual framework of Hessian locally linear embedding so as to guarantee its correctness in the setting of local isometry for an open connected subset, but dynamically determines the local neighborhood size for each point. This approach estimates the approximate geodesic distance between any two points by the shortest path in the local neighborhood graph, and then determines the neighborhood size for each point by using the relationship between its local estimated geodesic distance matrix and local Euclidean distance matrix. This approach has clear geometry intuition as well as the better performance and stability. It deals with the sparsely sampled or noise contaminated data sets that are often unevenly distributed. The conducted experiments on benchmark data sets validate the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary simulation and experimental data acquisition technologies enable scientists and engineers to generate massive amounts of data. Thereby, more and more application domains are producing progressively larger and inherently more complex (multivariate) data sets. These data sets are collections of samples that consist of multiple measured (or simulated) observations of a variable set. Visualization is the integral part of exploratory data analysis, the first stage of data analysis where the goal is to make sense of the data before proceeding with more goal-directed modeling and analyses. Since human perception (and output devices) is limited to three-dimensional space, the challenge of visualizing multivariate data is converting the data to a space of lower dimensionality that is depictable and comprehensible to the user while preserving as much information as possible. This process is called dimension reduction and visualization of multivariate data is one of its traditional applications.
Many high-dimensional data, such as remote sensing, climate, etc, are often located in low-dimensional manifolds. The most representative ISOMAP (isometric feature mapping), LLE (locally linear embedding) [1, 2] and MDS (Multi-dimensional scaling) methods have become a recent research hot spot which is looking for such a low-dimensional manifold description parameter space. ISOMAP dimension reduction process obtains the global optimum geometry with good results by calculating the geodesic distance between pairs of points. There has developed a lot of improvement algorithms such as kernel-based methods ISOMAP, supervision ISOMAP [3] , incremental ISOMAP [4] etc. LLE descending dimensional embedding process is maintaining the local geometry with no change, and to avoid local minima. And ultimately, there is a global lowdimensional embedded system with good the effect. Current transform algorithms include the use of the Hessian, improved HLLE (Hessian LLE) algorithm [5] , the use of data classified information to improve oversight LLE, the incremental LLE [6] , the Fisher improved LLE [7] , etc. Currently, many institutes also launch a more in-depth theoretical study and practical application [8] . For example, existence proof about ISOMAP manifolds [9] has continuous and lowdimensional parameter space isometric mappings. We find the data link [10] between the high-dimensional observations data with low-dimensional parameter space according to the direction of extension and the amplification factor. The basic ISOMAP assumption is that the global isometric mapping and convex parameter space, which is difficult to meet in many cases; but HLLE requires only partial isometric map and open the communication parameter space, and a wider range of applications; but the same as the ISOMAP are greatly dependent on if the local neighborhood correctly reflects the internal structure of the manifold. Existing determining methods for k-nearest neighbor are prone to distort the neighbor structure of noise and sparse data, which may result in short circuit [11] . The so-called short-circuit is manifold folded surface in close proximity, making certain points neighborhood from different folded surface. This is not manifold nearest neighbor. It often leads to significant variations in performance, and requiring neighborhood optimization. Neighborhood optimization methods include a minimum spanning tree repeatedly from fully connected graph to construct connected neighborhood graph method [12] and ensure that no relative position between data is lost after dimensionality reduction. Using data classification information redefines the distance. The method uses the new distance to specify neighborhood [3] . The disadvantage of the method is that it makes no sense to information without classification. Currently, there is research [13] [14] [15] on how to select the optimum size of neighborhood via residuals and re-construct the linear coefficient. It confirms the size of every neighborhood and is the same among the points. Another method is to choose the initial neighborhood and then uses PCA (principal component analysis) to construct mainline subspace of this neighborhood, and deletes the points in neighborhood deviating from the main line subspace [16] . When the neighborhood is essentially a non-linear, this method may not be applicable. At the same time, too many parameters make it more difficult to apply.
Our previous work focuses on the use of clustering techniques to automatic data clustering, and then uses a supervised approach to improve the neighborhood [17] . The use of Figure algebraic on optimization of neighborhood [18] , etc., but the neighborhood size is still the global unity. Taking into account that HLLE needs to maintain local area linearization. When the data manifold is non-uniform distribution, the use of a unified global neighborhood size is difficult to meet. Because the obtained neighborhood parameters are too large, they are easy to remove the small-scale structure of the manifold and inevitably faced with short-circuit problem. On the contrary, it can easily lead to splitting manifolds [19] . Therefore, we propose a non-uniform distribution of the whole recursive decomposition of the manifold approximate uniform distribution sub manifold and automatically calculated for each sub-manifold neighborhood size, thereby improving LLE [20] . But it is necessary to calculate all the geodesic distance between points, and the time complexity is too high, which is close to   3 OX . And LLE performance is less than HLLE. Therefore, this article is only t calculate geodesic distance for each point and its vicinity approximation between the points, and use it to determine the point size of the neighborhood. Then we propose Hessian locally linear embedding algorithm VK-HLLE (variable k Hessian locally linear embedding) which is neighborhood size dynamically changing, not only significantly improve the performance, but also did not increase the time complexity.
In order to solve the problems faced by the above methods, we present the main contributions as follows in this paper: 1) We presents a novel method that takes the general conceptual framework of Hessian locally linear embedding so as to guarantee its correctness in the setting of local isometric for an open connected subset; but dynamically determines the local neighborhood size for each point. 2) This approach estimates the approximate geodesic distance between any two points by the shortest path in the local neighborhood graph, and then determines the neighborhood size for each point by using the relationship between its local estimated geodesic distance matrix and local Euclidean distance matrix. 3) This approach has clear geometry intuition as well as the better performance and stability to deal with the sparsely sampled or noise contaminated data sets that are often unevenly distributed. 4) The conducted experiments on benchmark data sets validate the proposed approach. The experimental results show that the proposed method achieves the desired embedded and classification results on real-world data sets and artificially generated data sets. The surplus of the paper is concluded in the following part. And section II represents the Hessian locally linear embedding. Section III presents our proposed algorithm. Section IV gives the results of experiments. At length, the concluded remarks are provided in the following Section V.
II. HESSIAN LOCALLY LINEAR EMBEDDING
Assume that there is a parameter space
and a smooth map :
 is manifold, manifold learning purposes is based on the observation data to determine parameter space  . ISOMAP using isometric feature mapping (isometric feature mapping) to achieve manifold learning, the basic assumptions are: 1) Isometric: 
III. NEIGHBORHOOD PARAMETERS DYNAMICALLY DETERMINED
Existing locally linear embedding algorithm uses a unified global neighborhood parameters, cannot handle a lot of non-uniform manifold in reality. According the core idea of Locally Linear Embedding, as long as the neighborhood points are in a linear space, then the points in the neighborhood should be as more as possible, that is, to take a large neighborhood parameters, such as point y in Figure 1 . Conversely, when the different folding surface of the manifold is in close proximity, there is need to use a smaller neighborhood parameters, as shown in 1(b) of the point x , otherwise it will produce shortcircuit problem, as shown in 1(a) of the point
x . Because u is not the nearest neighbor on
x manifold, and v is closer than u . obviously, when the data manifold is nonuniform distribution, the above two cases are contradictory [25] [26] [27] [28] . The only solution is based on the structure of the manifold to dynamically determine. Figure 1(b) shows the data points located on extremely curved manifolds, such as point
x , takes a smaller neighborhood parameters, otherwise takes a larger neighborhood parameters, such as point y. Therefore, the key is how to determine the data manifold camber and with its neighborhood calculated relationships.
Our approach is the use of geodesic distance and Euclidean distance to dynamically determine the size of the neighborhood of each point, its geometric meaning shown in Figure 2 . The geodesic distance of A and B is lAB, the curve AEB length, the Euclidean distance of A and B is dAB, the length of the line AB. It is obvious that, dAB/lAB<dCD/lCD, and the curve AEB curvature ratio is larger than curve CFD. Therefore, the smaller is the ratio of Euclidean distance and Geodesic distance, the more curved the manifold local between these two points, neighborhood parameters should be taken of the smaller; vice versa. This method of determining neighborhood parameters needs to calculate the geodesic distance. All input data directly calculated of the distance measure is too high in the time complexity, close to   3 OX . So, here we change strategy, counting only the approximate geodesic distance of arbitrary point and its vicinity, and use it to determine the size of the neighborhood parameters. Thereby proposed neighborhood parameters dynamically changing Hessian locally linear embedding algorithm VK-HLLE, not only significantly improved performance, but also did not increase the time complexity. Input: X is a high-dimensional observations, k is the initial size of the neighborhood; Output: i xX  of each point neighborhood parameters i k .
Step 1 Calculating via Euclidean distance to any point i x of X on the k-neighborhood, and thus constitutes a k-neighborhood local data sets i X .
Step 2 Using ISOMAP method to calculate the local data sets i X between any two points in a local geodesic distance, including two steps: 1) According to i X and k determine for each point on the k-neighborhood, and then construct the weight diagram 
Step 4 Calculating neighborhood parameters of xi, the basic idea is a mean value of all data points i  , and k is to be taken neighborhood parameters. Other data points should be adjusted to the center k:
Step 1 of algorithm used initial Euclidean distance de to determine the initial neighborhood, as the same to all locally linear embedding algorithm.
Step 2 counts only k neighborhood geodesic distance between points and k is a constant, the time complexity is   ON . The time complexity of step 3 and step 4, are   ON. Accordingly, the algorithm increases the time complexity is   ON . Neighborhood parameters' data dynamically changing optimize the neighborhood structure, thereby speeding up the subsequent embedding process. Therefore it does not increase the overall time complexity, which can be obtained results from rear experimental. In addition, the initial neighborhood size value of k in algorithm may affect the local geodetic distance estimates. If made too small, it is prone to disconnect neighborhood graph, leading to local geodesic distance estimation bias. Thus it will make the local neighborhood parameter calculation is not accurate, but we can use the method of literature [12] to construct connectivity of the neighborhood graph, so as to ensure in any case the algorithm can be run successfully. According to Compute Nbr Sizes   , Xk algorithm, we can conclude that the improved algorithm HLLE VK-HLLE Algorithm to maintain clarity. We give a complete VK-HLLE algorithm is as follows: Step 2: Using the singular value to decompose each neighborhood matrix i M , orthogonal to the first vector V d components as its tangent space.
Step 3: Find the tangent space of the Hessian matrix. When 2 d  , according to the cut points in space to form the following matrix:
.,1 .,2 .,1 .,2 .,1 .,2 
VK-HLLE algorithm's first step is with Compute Nbr
Sizes   , Xk to calculate at any point i x and new neighborhood parameters i k . And a new neighborhood, the remaining steps are the same as HLLE. So, complex mathematical derivation and more detailed description of the algorithm can be seen from HLLE text [5] . VK-HLLE and HLLE only need the same ii N k k  characteristic problem of computing sparse, and ISOMAP need an NN  -intensive problem features to get the answer. If N is large, then the VK-HLLE is more significant superior in time than ISOMAP. Looked from the rest experimental results, VK-HLLE dimensionality reduction performance is better than HLLE, ISOMAP and LLE.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Experimental means to compare with VK-HLLE and HLLE, LLE and ISOMAP embedding method performance and time complexity. Four kinds of methods are using Matlab to realize. HLLE, LLE and ISOMAP They should be better arguments that original author has chosen. LLE and HLLE set neighborhood k=12, and ISOMAP set k=7. The neighborhood parameters k of VK-HLLE is the same as LLE and HLLE, in order to maintain strict comparability. Experimental data is Swiss Roll Surface, which is HLLE, LLE, ISOMAP, adopted the standard test data. Following experiments HLLE several methods code is from the Swiss Roll Surface sampling data on the scale of a number of points but its center removed a small rectangular non-convex data.
A. Performance Analysis Experiment 1: Compared four methods of parameter space in the data and dense non-convex case performance without noise. We sampled multiple data sets of data scale of 1500 points from the Swiss Roll Surface. And then run the four kinds of methods analysis, HLLE in some cases, can make data be more perfectly embedded in two-dimensional space. But it is not stable enough. HLLE is stable, but always make removed region strong expansion and the remaining data points are distorted. LLE is the worst in the performance, the results are not correct in the vast majority of cases. However VK-HLLE is stable, and in most cases, the data can be more perfectly embedded in two-dimensional space, the center with a small rectangular removed can be correctly reflected in the two-dimensional space embedded. Seen from Figure 3 , it is easy to see, VK-HLLE owns the best performance. Experiment 2: Compared performance of four methods, in the data-intensive but noise case, we randomly choose 1500 points from 3D Twin peaks Surface, and then superimposed with mean 0 and variance of 0.4 Gaussian noises. The results shown in Figure 4 is clear, HLLE and LLE did not perform well. HLLE will expand removed region, and distort the rest of the data points. While VK-HLLE is better able to embed the data in two-dimensional space. After several experiments, we also found, VK-HLLE and other methods are subject to under the effect of noise and not stable enough. In some cases, it cannot be properly embedded, because the noise affecting the local geodesic distance estimation, leading to the final embedded bias.
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JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 6, JUNE 2014 Analysis the sensitivity of neighborhood size both of HLLE and VK-HLLE. We randomly choose 1500 data points from Swiss Roll Surface, and superimposed with mean 0 and variance of 0.3 Gaussian noises. After multiple experiment, we will discover that VK-HLLE has stronger robustness on the size of the neighborhood, less significantly affected than the HLLE Figure 5 is one example. Four kinds of experiments consistently demonstrated the validity of the VK-HLLE, both in non-convex parameter space, noisy or sparse data, VK-HLLE are consistently superior to HLLE and LLE. What's more, VK-HLLE has a stronger robustness than HLLE on neighborhood size.
B. Time Analysis
We choose sequentially 500, 1000, 1000, 2500 points from Swiss Roll Surface. Each kind of samples needs 5 times random selection. LLE, HLLE, ISOMAP and VK-HLLE all use the average time of these 5 samples as time for its own scale. We can clearly see the data from the Table 1 . VK-HLLE and HLLE are very close to each other and show trends to decline. And the larger the scale is, the more obvious the phenomenon is. The main reason is the increase in computing neighborhood parameters time is very little, and optimized neighborhood has accelerated the subsequent embedding process [17] . The LLE algorithm performance is relatively poor, but the operation is fastest. While ISOMAP is very sensitive to the size of the data, so the largest increase in time, may not be suitable for large-scale data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Proposed a neighborhood parameters dynamically determine a new locally linear embedding method VK-HLLE. It uses Hessian Locally Linear Embedding conceptual framework, but with the local neighborhood of each point of this neighborhood of any point estimate the approximate geodesic distance between, then the approximate geodetic distance and the Euclidean distance between dynamically determine the size of the neighborhood of the point, and thus to construct a new neighborhood size local neighborhood. Algorithm clear geometric meaning, in reality there are a lot to handle non-uniform distribution manifold, especially in the sparse observational data and observational data with noise. It exists more robust. Moreover, compared with the HLLE, it did not increase the time complexity, and when it refers to large-scale data, there is a decreasing trend; Compared with ISOMAP, the time is the more obvious advantages. VK-HLLE flaw is the same with HLLE; they are sensitive to dimension of the observed data and are inappropriate to observed data with thousands of dimension. There are extra measures should be taken. In addition to, their noise immunity remains to be further improved.
